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Clitic ordering phenomena

The path to generalizations

Lorie Heggie and Francisco Ordóñez
Illinois State University / State University of New York at Stony Brook

A number of different problems enter into the study of clitic and affix
ordering phenomena, the first one being to identify the nature of the
element. Once defined, factors that determine order can be traced to the
phonology, the morphology, or the syntax. Because ordering can be
idiosyncratic across languages, some linguists have proposed purely
morphological accounts or have treated these data in constraint-based
approaches. On the other hand, certain morpho-syntactic approaches give
priority to the study of what is generally absent in clitic combinations or to
the research of possible generalizations across languages. This more recent
line of research suggests that syntax may be playing a more crucial role in the
ordering of affixes and clitics than previously thought.

. Affixes and clitics

Exploring and defining the nature of ordering phenomena across languages is the
quintessential mission of linguistic research. No matter what the theoretical per-
spective might be, a linguist will need to know the order of the elements in a
language artifact in order to determine meaning. Gaps, question words, nouns,
verbs – these all need to be defined, interpreted, and behavior noted. However,
while the ordering of words at the propositional level has occupied the time of
many in syntax and the ordering of affixes have been studied extensively in mor-
phology at the word level, the ordering of intermediate elements such as clitics
has been less studied. Although we may have an observational level of under-
standing of these data, there are relatively fewer attempts to explain why clitics
display the orderings that they do, be it a surplus of possibilities or a limiting of
possibilities. This volume is a step in the direction of remedying this situation. In
concert with earlier volumes that have directed their efforts to describe and explain
clitic phenomena (Beukema & den Dikken 1999; Van Riemsdijk 1999; Gerlach &
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Grijzenhout 2000; Boeckx & Grohmann 2003), this volume concentrates on the na-
ture of clitic ordering, exploring a number of different ways to capture and explain
these phenomena.

With the consideration of clitics comes a natural concern for affixes as well. Af-
fixes display their own interesting set of ordering facts and also have been hypoth-
esized in some cases to be the endpoint of a grammaticalization process involving
the reduction of a word to a clitic and then to an affix. This pathway for the grad-
ual transitioning of an element from one category to another is called a cline. For
example, Hopper and Traugott (1993:7) provide the following example of a cline
of lexicality from English which results in a derivational affix.

(1) a basket full of eggs > a cupful of water > hopeful

Motivating the path of the cline described in (1) are factors such as frequency and
collocation, which conspire over time to provide this particular path of evolu-
tion for this affix. The grammaticalization process of an inflectional affix would
be captured in the cline content item > grammatical word > clitic > inflectional affix
(Hopper & Traugott 1993:7).

It has been hypothesized that non-standard French provides an example of this
process of inflectional grammaticalization; the subject clitic appears to be develop-
ing into an affix on the verb for some speakers. Thus, in standard French, there is a
distinction between third person masculine il and feminine elle such that these are
clearly referential elements, demonstrated in (2) and (3).

(2) Je
I

vois
see

Jean
John

à côté
next

du
to the

mur.
wall.

Il
He

est
is

grand
tall

et
and

porte
wears

un
a

chapeau.
hat
‘I see John next to the wall. He is tall and is wearing a hat.’

(3) Je
I

vois
see

Michelle
Michelle

à côté
next

du
to the

mur.
wall.

Elle
She

est
is

grande
tall

et
and

porte
wears

un
a

chapeau.
hat
‘I see Michelle next to the wall. She is tall and is wearing a hat.’

However in non-standard French, the subject clitic has been neutralized to the
masculine and appears bound to the verb that follows. The following example from
Lambrecht (1981:40) typifies this type of sentence.

(4) Ma
My:fem

femme
wife

il
agr

est
is

venu
come

‘My wife has come.’
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Thus, we see what was once a clitic now behaving as an inflectional affix. The ex-
istence of competing grammars such as these is typical of the language change
process and must always be kept in mind when examining clitic data because of
the potential for changes in status, as will be demonstrated below.

In contrast with this diachronic perspective on the nature of the clitic-affix
relationship, the synchronic view of clitics and affixes has concentrated on the
characteristics that embody clitic behavior and make clitics different from affixes.
Zwicky and Pullum (1983) provide a series of criteria that would distinguish affixes
and clitics on the basis of the distinction between the reduced forms of have and be
(‘ve, ‘s) and the reduced form of the negation (n’t). The criteria they propose are
the following:

a. Clitics can exhibit a low degree of selection with respect to their host, while
affixes exhibit a high degree of selection with respect to their stem. Clitics are
more restricted in their distribution.

b. Arbitrary gaps in the set of combinations are more characteristic of affixed
words than of clitic groups.

c. More morphological idiosyncrasies exist within affix groups.
d. There are no semantic idiosyncrasies for clitic groups, while we might obtain

semantic idiosyncrasies for affixes.
e. Syntactic rules can affect syntactic words, but cannot affect clitic groups.
f. Clitics can attach to material already containing clitics, but affixes cannot.

Although Zwicky and Pullum state their observations for the most part as tenden-
cies rather than absolute universals, it is still interesting to examine more closely
and apply the test to verbal clitics in Romance. For instance, consider (f) that states
that affixes may not attach to material containing clitics. There are at least two
cases in Romance in which elements considered to be affixes, such as the third per-
son plural ending in Spanish (-n) or the future endings in Portuguese (-ei), are able
to attach to clitics. The first examples are given by Harris (1995) for some varieties
of Caribbean Spanish where -n attaches to a series of object and reflexive clitics:

(5) Váya-n
go-

-se -n /
3pp-clitic-3pp /

váya
go

-se -n
-refl-3pp

(from Harris)

‘Go away.’

(6) De -le -n
give-clitic-3pp

un
a

libro
book

‘Give a book to them.’

Our second example is taken from Portuguese in which the future person affix can
follow the reflexive clitic me (Cunha & Cintra 1984:311):
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(7) Calar
be

-me
quiet-cl-3p

-ei /
future/

Eu
I

me
me

calar
be quiet-3p

-ei
future

‘I will be quiet.’

What is intriguing about the examples above is that we see clitics taking on affix-
like properties, as in (7) or affixes attaching to clitics, as in (5) and (6). Neither
should be possible under “normal” circumstances. These data in fact illustrate a
much larger context, that being the process of diachronic change. If the theory of
grammaticalization is correct, then there will be these effects of shifting alliances
within the lexical items. Thus, we should expect to find unusual cases as above that
reflect the very close relation between affix and clitic.

Another generalization in Zwicky and Pullum where we find counterexamples
is (e), which states that syntactic rules can affect syntactic words, but cannot af-
fect clitic groups. Instead, we find that syntactic rules may affect clitic placement.
For instance, clitic climbing is sensitive to wh-islands in Spanish, as shown in the
following contexts in which the clitic can climb over a declarative complementizer
but not over an interrogative one:

(8) Tengo
I have

que
that

comprarlo/
to buy -it/

Lo
It

tengo
I-have

que
that

comprar
to buy

‘I have to buy it.’

(9) No
neg

sé
know

si
whether

compar-lo/
to buy it/

*No
neg

lo
it

sé
know

si
whether

comprar
to buy

‘ I don’t know whether to buy it.’

Clitics are also subject to syntactic processes such as Aux-to-Comp in Italian, as
given in the following example from Cardinaletti and Starke (1999:168). They
show that the auxiliary and the clitic occupy the position that the complemen-
tizer if would generally occupy. The analysis of this complementarity relies on the
overt movement of the verb to Comp in (10a), therefore implying that the clitic
has moved with the verb.

(10) a. Gli
to

avesse
him-had

Gianni
Gianni

parlato
talked

‘Had Gianni talked to him. . . ’
b. Si

If
Gianni
Gianni

l’avesse
to-him

parlato
had spoken

‘If Gianni had spoken to him. . . ’

Another generalization that seems problematic is generalization (d), which states
that there are no semantic idiosyncrasies in the clitic group cases. It is important
to notice that sometimes a clitic added to a verb results in some unexpected and
idiosyncratic meanings. In French, for instance, the combination of s’en ‘to oneself-
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some’ added to vouloir “to want” unexpectedly changes the meaning to ‘to be mad
at someone’:

(11) Tu
You

en
of

veux
it-want

/Tu
/ You

m’
to me-of

en
it

veux
want

/Je
/ I

m’
to me-of

en
it

veux
want

‘You want some.’ / ‘You are mad at me.’ / ‘I am mad at myself.’

Clitics might also show interesting gaps in the paradigms, contrary to the claim
in generalization (b). For instance, standard French does not have the clitic me in
post-verbal position; another version, the strong form moi, must appear. Observe
that this does not occur with the third person clitic le. Thus, this is a paradig-
matic gap that cannot be due to just the accentual pattern of the French system (cf.
Kayne 2000):

(12) *Regarde-me/ Regarde-moi
Look at -me/ Look at -me
‘Look at me.’

(13) Regarde-le
Look at -him
‘Look at him.’

In Spanish there is a gap in the paradigm on the combination of two third person
clitics accusative/dative. Thus instead of a dative clitic surfacing in this combina-
tion, we find the reflexive se (“spurious se”):

(14) *Yo le lo di
I dat-acc-gave
‘I gave it to him.’

(15) Yo se lo di
I refl-acc gave
‘I gave it to him.’

All these cases illustrate the difficulty of establishing clear criteria that distinguish
clitics and affixes and, in that respect, it is in itself a research program. Keeping
this caveat, the majority of the following papers reflect the current synchronic con-
cern for elaborating and explaining the ordering possibilities of clitics. However,
the project to correctly identify the nature of an element, whether clitic or affix,
is inherently underlying any discussion related to these data. In the case of spe-
cial clitics, the displacement of these elements allows for an easier identification
process, but in the case of simple clitics and bound words, a debate may rage over
whether the elements in question are affixes in the morphological component or
clitics/bound words in the syntax.
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Three articles in this volume explore the nature of identification of clitics, af-
fixes, and their properties: Good and Yu, Yoon, and Uriagereka. Good and Yu (this
volume) examines the behavior of two sets of agreement markers, one derived from
historically suffixes and the other derived from pronouns, using the framework of
Head-driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG). Interestingly, the distributional
characteristics of these agreement markers lead to the conclusion that one is a suf-
fix but that the other is a clitic. One piece of evidence is that the clitic is not flexible
in its ordering possibilities, whereas the affix is.

Korean offers another example of this type of situation. Yoon (this volume)
argues for the syntactic status of the elements in question within the generative
paradigm while others such as Sells (1995) argue that these are affixes controlled by
a morphological template. Yoon challenges the common lexicalist assumption that
affixes are lexically attached and immune from the influence of syntactic principles.
An example of the types of constituents under question is illustrated in (1). As
can be seen, the elements in question cover a wide range of functional types –
preposition, delimiter, conjunction, agreement.

(16) Seoul-eyse-pwuthe-chelem-mankhum-man-ina-tul
Seoul-loc-from-like-as much-only-like/as if-con.plu

hay-la
do-imp

‘(You all) behave at least in much the same way you have been behaving
since you were in Seoul.’ (H-B Lim 1996)
(con.plu = concordial plural)

This debate echoes one of the main axes of controversy in this research for all clitic
types, whether or not an element is best treated in the morphology, the syntax, the
phonology, or some combination thereof. The fact that some elements might be
treated as affixes or as clitics is also crucial for the ordering issue as affixes tend to
appear closer to word roots and clitics can appear in more peripheral positions in
the syntactic word.

Related to these discussions is the work of Uriagereka (this volume), who ex-
amines a slightly different but related aspect of clitic behavior, clitic doubling, and
attempts to create a generative syntax that addresses integral relations without any
mention of event decomposition or clitic placement. He proposes the Inalienable
Double Hypothesis based on intriguing data that takes into account the changes
in reference that occur depending on the presence of possession or doubling. The
ordering question comes into play as we consider whether or not a clitic should be
characterized as an underlying determiner or not, and what the repercussions of
such an analysis would be for the gramaticalization process.

The rest of the papers concentrate on the properties of elements uncontrover-
sially identified as clitic pronouns. The fundamental interest that unifies all of these
papers is the question of what determines order and restrictions of order on affixes
and clitics. The orders in question may be variable across dialects within a language,
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variable across languages, or fixed, as in second clitic phenomena. Crucially, orders
may be variable even within one grammar and one dialect, a point that has not
been addressed in much of the literature (see Heap, this volume, and the references
therein). There is also the question of whether the availability of different ordering
options may diagnose the presence of an affix versus clitic. Yoon (this volume) and
Nicol (this volume) present arguments from Korean and Romance, respectively,
that clitic/affix combinations should be addressed in the syntax proper. They use
various minimalist principles in order to account for the data. Anagnostopoulou
(this volume) discusses certain restrictions on clitic sequences in Greek and Ro-
mance, and compares them to Icelandic. She crucially makes use of checking theory
in order to explain the restrictions.

Two other syntactic approaches that make crucial use of Case are those of
Desouvrey (this volume) and Rezac (this volume). In Desouvrey’s examination of
French, Italian, and Spanish facts, he proposes a syntactic analog to the Obliga-
tory Contour Priniciple (OCP) that predicts clitic orders based on Case features on
the verbs and clitics. Rezac, on the other hand, uses a constraint-based approach
for Czech, arguing that there are no clitic-specific rules required to explain clitic
climbing facts in this language.

Heap (this volume), offering more reflection on the phonological/morphologi-
cal filters that might constrain the syntax, makes use of an optimality theoretic
account enriched by a theory of feature geometry to account for variability in clitic
combinations in different varieties of Spanish, both standard and non-standard.
Access to a theory of hierarchical morphological structure such as Feature Geome-
try allows for a principled account of ordering variations across and within dialects
in Spanish.

Within the last grouping, Boeckx and Stjepanovic (this volume) discover a
strong parallel between sequences of wh-words and sequences of clitics in Bul-
garian and Serbo-Croatian and tie this in an interesting manner to the concept
of information structure. They propose two different agreement projections, an
elaborated projection for Serbo-Croatian where the nodes are branching and one
unique focus projection for Bulgarian where these elements group in a cluster. In a
parallel move, while examining Polish data, Szczegielniak (this volume) posits that
auxiliary clitics in this language are phonological manifestations of the morpho-
logical properties of the Fin0 head, following Rizzi’s (1997) expanded structure of
the Left Periphery. To handle the over-generation of structures, he combines this
approach with a phonological buffer that filters morpho-syntactic output.

The issue is how to best characterize clitics and their ordering possibilities.
In addition to describing the available orders, the question of where in the gram-
mar these properties should be implemented remains current. The papers advocate
for an approach that recognizes the necessity of using several different modules
of the grammar to account for clitic phenomena. Some approaches are primarily
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based on the syntax (Anagnostopoulou, Boeckx and Stjepanovic, Desouvrey, Nicol,
Rezac, Szczegielniak, Yoon), but with the phonological and morphological compo-
nents working as filters. This consensus would seem to have elements in common
with the general approach proposed in Franks (1999). An alternative to this direc-
tion is proposed by Heap, who relies on purely morphological mechanisms such as
the ones proposed by Bonet (1991, 1995) to account for the ordering and shapes
of clitics. A more lexical approach to clitic/affix identification is provided by Good
and Yu, who develop an HPSG analysis of Turkish. These approaches are rounded
out by the analysis of Uriagereka, who develops the syntax with a strong emphasis
on the predicational and semantic properties of the structures.

In this introduction, we explore issues related to the ordering of clitics and
agreement affixes. We will thus flesh out in Section 2 the types of problems en-
countered when studying ordering phenomena in clitics that need to be considered
when developing an analysis. Section 3 considers in depth various approaches to
clitic ordering and the solutions that have been proposed. In the fourth section,
we present three observations that need to be captured in any analysis that claims
coverage of the clitic ordering problem and suggest potential directions for future
research on these issues.

. Why is “ordering” an interesting issue?

In this section, we will present an overview of the types of problems that need to
be addressed when considering ordering phenomena. This is not intended to be
an exhaustive listing, but will serve as a witness to the difficulty of the questions
addressed in this volume. One aspect to be treated in the pages of this volume is
whether the morphological status of an element as an affix or as a clitic is important
for determining ordering. We also look at the problems that exist in determining
the relative ordering between clitics and affixes. Related to this is the issue of how
the second position restrictions interact with ordering. The lack of isomorphism
between the ordering of arguments and the ordering of clitics is also addressed, as
reflected in the unexpected gaps in clitic sequences.

A well-known type of special clitic that provides complex, idiosyncratic data
is second position clitic phenomena (2P clitics), or the set of data congruent with
Wackernagel’s Law (Wackernagel 1892). This generalization captures the under-
standing that clitics prefer to appear in second position to the beginning of the
sentence, and not at the beginning. In a number of interesting cases, the order-
ing of clitics seems tied to either second position to the first phonological word
(2W) or second position to the first syntactic daughter (2D) of the sentence. Some
languages such as Czech only allow for 2D while other languages such as Serbo-
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Croatian, Luiseño, and Warlpiri allow for both possibilities (Halpern 1995). Below
are some examples from Serbo-Croatian taken from Halpern (1995:15), where all
word orders are possible, as long as the 2P clitic is in second position.

(17) a. Covek
Man.nom

=je
=aux

voleo
loved

Mariju.
Mary.acc

‘The man loved Mary.’
b. Covek je Mariju voleo.
c. voleo je Mariju covek.
d. voleo je covek Mariju.
e. Mariju je covek voleo.
f. Mariju je voleo covek.

In this volume, analyses are offered for Czech, Polish, Serbo-Croatian, and Bul-
garian. The debate surrounding the analysis of these data reflects the nature of the
data. All agree that a phonological component is required to account for the sen-
sitivity of the ‘second position’ to specifically phonological characteristics, such as
intonational phrase integrity. Interestingly, two of these analyses develop syntactic
views that interact with information structure or the Left Periphery (Rizzi 1997).
Szczegielniak provides additional evidence for adopting Rizzi’s (1997) expanded
structure of the Left Periphery by arguing that auxiliary clitics are a phonologi-
cal manifestation of the morphological properties of the Fin0 head. Boeckx and
Stjepanovic point out distinct parallels in clustering behavior between wh-words
and clitic pronouns in Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian, an observation that they ar-
gue supports the notion that clitics have their own specific functional projection.
Rezac, on the other hand, rejects a morphological templatic approach and devel-
ops a syntax for Czech where no uniquely clitic-specified syntactic device is used
to describe clitic-climbing facts.

Taking now the case of special clitics in Romance languages, we find, at first
glance, that there are no simple generalizations about the ordering of clitics across
languages. Ignoring the fact that these languages do not have the same invento-
ries of pronominal clitics, even the simple hypothesis that ordering universals be
related to grammatical function cannot be supported. As shown below for Italian
and French, we find that French favors the order acc-dat in the third person clitics
and Italian requires the dat-acc ordering.

(18) Jean le lui donnera
Jean acc-dat will give
‘John will give it to him.’

(19) Gianni glielo darà.
Jean dat-acc will give
‘John will give it to him.’
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As discussed in Halpern (1995), clitic ordering initially seems to be arbitrary.
The question is whether we can identify universals in clitic ordering and what
form these universals will take. Is it a matter of universal alignment constraints in
an optimality-type framework that are ranked differently for different languages
(Grimshaw 2001)? Is it a matter of different base-generated orderings of Case-
marked constituents (Desouvrey, this volume) or prosody (Halpern 1995)? Or, will
individual elements be defined differentially in a feature geometry in the morphol-
ogy (Heap, this volume)? Or, should we be capturing these phenomena in relation
to the topic-focus field (Boeckx & Spjepanovic, this volume)? Clitic phenomena
touch on all these aspects of the grammar, a fact that contributes to the difficulty
of the analysis.

As part of this puzzle, another well-known area of difficulty involves the fact
that certain clitic combinations that logically should exist in fact never surface.
This problem is highlighted in Romance and other rich agreement languages where
pronominal clitics display some rather idiosyncratic properties. Generally, clitics
in these languages may correspond to arguments, adjuncts, or predicates. Given a
set of clitics specified in the lexicon of a given language, one might expect to find
the combination of two arguments, an adjunct and a predicate, or an argument
and an adjunct. However, there are examples from various languages that show
that in certain cases, one of the logically available combinations does not have a
correspondence; in other words, there is a lack of isomorphism between argument
structure and clitic combinations.

The most well-known of these patterns is probably the me-lui constraint, first
discussed in Perlmutter (1971). This pattern describes a situation where, if dative
and accusative clitics are present in the same sentence, the accusative element must
be third person. In French, we see the following data as an instantiation of this
generalization.

(20) a. *Il me
He-me.acc

lui
him.dat

présentera.
will-introduce

‘He will introduce me to him.’
b. Il

He
me
me.acc

présentera
will-introduce

à
to

lui.
him.dat

c. Il
He

me
me.dat-him.acc

le
will

présentera.
introduce

‘He will introduce him to me.’

Bonet (1995) argues for a larger understanding of the facts by extending the range
of data to include ergative-absolutive languages such as Basque. Data such as those
in (21) support the notion that the simultaneous presence of dative and absolutive
carry the same constraints as the combining of dative and accusative. In (21b), the
first person absolutive clitic seems to render the sentence ungrammatical.
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(21) a. Azpisapoek
traitors-erg

etsaiari
enemy-dat

misilak
missiles-abs

saldu
sell

d -Ø
-3abs

-izki -o
-3dat

-te
-3erg

‘The traitors sold missiles to the enemy.’
b. *Azpisapoek

traitors-erg
etsaiari
enemy-dat

ni
me-abs

saldu
sell

na
-1abs

-i -o -te
-3dat-3erg

‘The traitors sold me to the enemy.’

Our understanding is thus that the problem is one of presence of these elements in
close proximity as opposed to an ordering paradox. In the following generalization
in (22), Bonet describes the constraint, where the presence of a dative agreement
or a dative clitic blocks accusative/absolutive agreement other than third person.

(22) If dat, then acc/abs = 3rd person.

Ormazabal (2000) expands on Bonet’s generalization by observing that unac-
cusative verbs in Basque provide a counterexample to the generalization in (22)
while generally adhering to it. He argues that the presence of morphological subject
agreement on the verb is an underlying precursor to the the infelicitous construc-
tion in (20a), a fact that will always obtain in nom-acc languages, as described in
Burzio’s Generalization. However, ergative languages do not require ergative agree-
ment in all cases, and, in those examples, the generalization above does not apply.
This case is illustrated for Basque in (23) below.

(23) a. Jon
Jon-abs

etorri
come

Ø-
3abs

zai -t
-1dat

‘Jon came to me.’
b. Joni

Jon-dat
joan
go

na
1abs

-tzai -o
-3dat

‘I went to Jon.’

Ormazabal thus reformulates the generalization in the following manner.

(24) If dat and nom/erg, then acc/abs = 3rd person.

He thus draws the conclusion that the present constraint is linked to the pres-
ence of a subject agreement, a conclusion that implies that the entire syntactic
clausal agreement structure is involved in the me-lui constraint, that is, the syntax-
morphology interface.

The assumptions determining the underlying structure of clitic constructions
thus become crucial to the solution. Nicol (this volume) exploits movement and a
microparameter on the visibility of Case-syncretism to address this topic; Anagnos-
topoulou (this volume) argues that person restrictions derive from multiple Agree,
creating implications for the distribution of indirect objects and quirky subjects
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cross-linguistically. In these cases, a consideration of the syntax is germane to the
discussion.

Another example of an ordering paradox occurs when a certain ordering is
disallowed depending on the grammatical function that the clitics represent; clitic
combinations are in fact sensitive to the argument status of the clitics involved.
French provides an example of this situation in the form of le + y. The clitic le may
behave as the accusative third person masculine clitic or as the predicate clitic. The
clitic y is a locative pronoun. When y is an adjunct of the verb, these two pronouns
cannot be combined, as demonstrated in (25d) and (26d) below. These clitics may,
however, appear alone.

(25) a. Prosper
Prosper

a
has

été
been

président
president

à
in

Paris.
Paris.

‘Prosper was president in Paris.’
b. Prosper

Prosper
y a
there-has

été
been

président
president

‘Prosper has been president there.’
c. Prosper

Prosper
l’a
it-has

été
been

à
in

Paris.
Paris.

‘Prosper has been so in Paris.’
d. *Prosper

Prosper
l’y
it there

a
has

été
been

‘Prosper has been so there.’

(26) a. Il
He

a
has

donné
given

le
the

livre
book

à
to

Marie
Marie

au
at the

congrès.
conference.

‘He gave the book to Marie at the conference.’
b. Il

He
y a donné
there-gave

le
the

livre
book

à
to

Marie.
Marie

‘He gave the book to Marie there.’
c. Il

He
l’ a donné
it-gave

à
to

Marie
Marie

au
at the

congrès.
conference

‘He gave it to Marie at the conference.’
d. *Il

He
l’y a donné
it-there-gave

à
to

Marie.
Marie

‘He gave it to Marie there.’

Given the data above, one might surmise that French does not allow the pronom-
inal ordering of le + y. However, the following data provide the context where this
ordering is allowed.

(27) a. Il a
He

mis
put

le
the

livre
book

sur
on

la
the

table.
table
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b. Il
He

l’y a
it-there

mis.
put.

‘He put it there.’

The difference between (27) and (25)–(26) is one of the argument status of the
locative preposition. In (25) and (26), y is an adjunct while in (27), y is an argu-
ment of the verb. Note, however, that adjunct status does not disallow a pre-verbal
position of the locative pronoun, as shown in (25b) and (26b). Also, as illustrated
in (28), the locative adjunct may surface preverbally when the dative is fronted as
well as the accusative pronoun.

(28) a. Il
He

le lui
it-to

y a donné.
her-there-gave

‘He gave it to her there.’

Thus, we see a prohibition on a specific clitic combination that seems deter-
mined under very specific conditions that make appeal to syntactic notions such as
grammatical function.

Another difficulty regarding clitics involves when clitics may be absent. In the
following example taken from colloquial Catalan, it seems that speakers have the
choice of saying the two pronouns or one or the other, but cannot leave out the
clitics altogether.

(29) a. Jo
I

li
to

ho
him-this

diré
will say

‘I will say it to him.’
b. Jo ho diré
c. Jo li diré
d. *Jo dire

Thus, we need a way in which to predict the required versus optional presence of
clitics.

The opposite situation occurs when speakers add clitics that are not arguments
of the verb, often called the “ethical dative.” These clitic pronouns play a stylistic
function, as in (30).

(30) Et un sourire que Möller te vous lui aurait bien refilé une baffe.
And a smile for which Möller for you(familiar)-for you-to him would well
give a smack
‘And a smile that Möller would have really given him a smack in the face
for you.’
(Aragon, La Semaine sainte. (Baylon & Fabre 1995:38))
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Interestingly, not only is there a supplemental pronoun te, but the sequence of
pronouns looks deceptively similar to the pronominal sequence highlighted under
the me-lui constraint, the difference being in this example that the second per-
son pronouns are benefactive instead of accusative. Case, as a morpho-syntactic
element, often makes these subtle distinctions. The syncretism behind the two dif-
ferent vous ‘to you/for you’ or lui ‘to him/for him’ is common to morphological
systems; the grammatical relation marked by Case is thus crucial to a number of
analyses. As observed in (Kayne 2000), there is a significant challenge in the iden-
tification of multiple properties for the same form. Nicol (this volume) uses this
dilemma to his advantage in ferreting out the microparameter distinctions across
Romance dialects.

Another type of doubling in clitic phenomena involves post-verbal, lexical
doubling of the clitic element, as illustrated below.

(30) le
her

vi
saw-I

el
the

cordón
cord

a
to

ella.
her

‘I saw her cord.’ (Uriagereka, this volume)

These cases, studied by Uriageraka, pose the interesting problem of the interac-
tion between obligatory doubling and clitic ordering. Clitics in these cases do not
belong to the argument structure of the verb but to the more complex structure
of the doubling Determiner Phrase (DP), according to Uriagereka’s analysis. As in
the case of ethical dative pronouns, syntactic approaches to clitic ordering face the
question of how to yield the same results on ordering and syntactic distribution
for clitics that have very different syntactic sources (e.g., argument, ethical dative,
element internal to the DP).

The last category of clitic ordering problem to be presented here are the cases
where a clitic spontaneously changes form under certain conditions. A well-known
example of this state of affairs is spurious se in Spanish. The following example is
taken from Desouvrey (this volume).

(31) Juan
Juan

*le/se
it/it.acc

lo
him.dat

dio.
gave

‘Juan gave it to him / her.’

In sentences such as (31), the normal dative clitic (=le) must change to what ap-
pears to be a form syncretic with the reflexive, but only when in the presence of the
accusative clitic pronoun (=lo/s, la/s). Any account of clitic ordering phenomena
will want to be able to account for this unexpected choice of clitic in the grammar.

We have presented in this section an overview of the types of questions central
to a discussion of ordering phenomena in clitics and agreement affixes. These are
the problems that must be addressed when considering the nature of clitics. In the
next section, we will provide an overview of the theoretical approaches to clitic or-
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dering that have been suggested in the literature. Where does the ordering occur in
our conception of grammar? Is it best to take a derivational approach in the syntax
or morphology, a non-derivational approach such as Optimality Theory, or a rep-
resentational approach such as Feature Geometry? Do we need to combine these
in some creative way? This is the interesting theoretical question to be addressed.

. Representative approaches to clitic combinations

. Templatic approaches

The first person to tackle some of the problems presented above in a generative
framework was Perlmutter (1971) in his book Deep and Surface Structure Con-
straints in Syntax. In this work Perlmutter proposes a series of filters that would
account for all the possible combinations of clitics. According to Perlmutter, one
filter is sufficient to account for all permutations of clitics in a language. Using
Spanish, he shows that all the possible combinations of two clitics can be expressed
by the following simple templatic filter.

(32) SE-I-II-III (dat)-III (acc)
Se me/ se nos / Se te/ se os / se le/ se lo/ me lo/ te lo

In a similar fashion, Wanner (1974) proposes the filter in (33) for Italian:

(33) MI-VI-TI-CI-GLI-SI-NE {LO LA LI LE} -SI

Templates like (32) and (33) have the advantage of capturing the symmetry and
transitivity properties of the ordering of two clitics in a language like Spanish.
However, several problems have been uncovered in languages like Italian. Wanner
(1974) demonstrates that the transitivity property does not follow in Italian. The
three relevant clitics in Italian are ne ‘of it’, si (impersonal) and lo (acc). While ne
precedes lo as in (34), lo precedes si as in (35). Accordingly, given the nature of tran-
sitivity, ne should precede si. This, however, is not the case, as demonstrated in (36).

(34) Ne
of it.gen

la
it.acc

convinse
convinced

facilmente
easily

(35) Lo
it.acc

si
Si.imp

vede
sees

(36) *Ne
of it.gen

Si
Si.imp

vede
See

Another example that does not follow transitivity is the case of the so-called me lui
constraint. This restriction, first formalized by Perlmutter, points to the fact that a
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first- or second person accusative clitic cannot precede a third person dative clitic.
This situation is illustrated in (39), where me (acc) precedes lui (dat) and results
in an ungrammatical sentence. However, given the facts in (37) and (38), where
le follows me and then precedes lui, we would expect the sentence in (39) to be
grammatical, given the properties of transitivity.

(37) Il
he

me
me.dat

le
it.acc

donne
gives

‘He is giving it to me.’

(38) Il
he

le
it.acc

lui
him.dat

donne
gives

‘He is giving it to him.’

(39) *Il
he

me
me.acc

lui
him.dat

donne
gives

‘He is giving me to him.’

The me lui constraint led Perlmutter to propose a negative constraint next to
the positive filters proposed above. This negative constraint would disallow me
lui altogether, thereby protecting the perception of the importance of transitivity
to grammar.

Perlmutter’s perspective on clitic combinations has been further developed by
Bonet in recent years. Bonet, in the spirit of distributed morphology proposed by
Halle and Marantz (1993), argued that morphology be considered its own com-
ponent with its own internal structure and that processes of clitic combination
take place in that component. Although she does not deny that there may also be
syntactic movement of clitics, in Bonet’s framework, clitics are subject to the rules
of templatic morphology. Contrary to S-structure, which only contains filters and
constraints, the morphological component is more structured and contains fields,
principles and specific operations that link, de-link and erase features coming from
the different syntactic elements. Bonet (1995) takes the view that this morpho-
logical component acts on the different arguments in the syntax and maps them
into different slots in the template. According to Bonet (1995), templates contain
two types of slots: those of whole clitics and those of morphological features. The
mappings into whole clitics or morphological features depend on different factors
(e.g., first/second versus third) in each dialect. The strength of this approach has
been that it is able to account for variation in ordering between dialects, something
that syntactic accounts up until now have found difficult to address (but see Nicol,
this volume).

The template Bonet proposed for standard Catalan is in (40). First and sec-
ond person clitics would map into a clitic while the clitic for en would map into a
feature.1
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(40)

CL CL CL [Arg]

Arg Arg Arg

[ ]

[ ]

[ ]

1

1

2

2

3 4 5 6

Although templates are able to capture a description of the data, one inherently
problematic aspect of the templatic approach to clitic combinations is that these
templates mix different types of information. For instance, Perlmutter’s templates
contain information from two different categories: syntax and phonology (acc/dat
vs. se). In Bonet’s approach, templates include feature and syntactic constituency
information as well as whether the clitics are arguments or non-arguments (a dis-
tinction relevant to the syntax). In addition, they contain morphological features
internal to the clitic itself such as person and gender. Gender is a morphological
feature that generally does not play a role on the possible combinations of clitics.2

This is not the case with person, which crucially determines which combinations
are possible.

Another broader question posed by templates, one that we would like to fo-
cus on in this introduction, is whether they can exclusively determine the order
of clitics. Perlmutter maintains the position that templates are the only factor re-
sponsible for clitic ordering. Bonet claims that orderings are primarily determined
by templates, but that, in some cases, certain syntactic factors may come into play
(Bonet 1991).3 The most difficult challenge posed by this mixed position is find-
ing the criteria that will decide when the ordering is determined on one level or
the other.

One solution to this problem is to take the strong position that templates exclu-
sively determine clitic ordering. This tactic, however, leads to giving up important
generalizations on clitic combinations. Interestingly, it is possible to find ordering
generalizations when the different possibilities for clitic combinations are captured
with respect to their morphological properties and syntactic position. These im-
portant generalizations are precisely the ones captured by Anagnostoupoulo (this
volume) and Nicol (this volume). For instance, Nicol’s article focuses on the fact
that Romance languages generally show the dative first/second person clitic before
the accusative clitic. Nicol ties the existence of this general order to the fact that
first and second person are syncretic in the Romance languages that he examines.
Anagnostoupoulo, crucially links the existence of the me-lui restriction to more
general principles of checking theory that can cover different syntactic phenomena
such as the impossibility of first- and second person dative or nominative case with
a quirky subject in Icelandic.
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A final problem with a templatic approach is that since templates are formu-
lated in the morphology component (Bonet 1995; Halle & Marantz 1993; Harris
1995) or in S-structure (Perlmutter 1971), ordering is determined exclusively after
the clitic placement has taken place, according to these models.4 This is either done
in a post-syntactic component, as in distributed morphology (Halle & Marantz
1993), or in a filter, as in Perlmutter (1971). On these assumptions, clitic combi-
nations should be insensitive to the syntactic configurations in which they occur.
There should be no difference between the distribution of one clitic alone and the
combination of that clitic with another one. Syntax would move the clitics together
and morphology would determine the order between them. However, this is not
always the case, as demonstrated in (25)–(28) above, and by others such as Terzi
(1999), Ordóñez (2002) and Cardinaletti (2000). For instance, Terzi (1999) shows
that double object clitics in Cypriot Greek can have a flexible order in post-verbal
position in imperatives as in (42), but not in pre-verbal position in finite clauses
such as in (41). Moreover, she demonstrates that the post-verbal flexible order is
sensitive to whether the verbal form is imperative or if it contains a finite form in
Cypriot Greek, as in (42) and (43). Imperatives allow both word orders whereas
finite sentences have only one order available to them.

(41) a. Mou
me

to
it

edosan.
gave-3pp

b. *To
it

mou
me

edosan.
gave-3pp

‘They gave it to me.’

(42) a. Dos’
give-imp

mou
me

to!
it

b. Dos’
give-imp

to
it

mou!
me

‘Give it to me!’

(43) a. Ethkiavasen
read-2ps

mou
me

to.
it

b. *Ethkiavasen
read-2ps

to
it

mou.
me

‘(S/he) read it to me.’

The extent to which proponents of the templatic approach have to allow for
language-specific, context-sensitive, and/or non-morphological input into individ-
ual grammars is the extent to which the analysis is rendered complex. These diffi-
culties of a purely morphological approach to clitic combinations have prompted
some researchers to consider more closely a syntactic approach to clitic ordering in
a search for increased coherence in the analysis of these structures.
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. A representational approach to clitic ordering

In recent years, however, a number of researchers have also appealed to representa-
tional approaches such as Optimality Theory to tackle the problems posed by clitic
ordering and the existence of non-transparent forms such as spurious se in (31).
We will consider the proposal from Grimshaw (1997) that argues that these two
problematic issues can be fully captured in Optimality Theory, an approach that
relies on an input-output mapping structure in phonology, syntax or morphology.
For each input, the grammar evaluates an infinite set of output candidates and se-
lects the best candidate. Constraints are violable and languages differ with respect
to how constraints are ranked and which constraints are therefore active. For in-
stance, in some Romance languages, the combination of direct object clitic with
indirect object clitics can result in an idiosyncratic output. For example, in Span-
ish, we have the case where, instead of the indirect object clitic, the reflexive one
appears, the so-called spurious se clitic discussed in example (31). In French, we
have the straightforward case where the dative clitic does not change.

(44) Juan
Juan

se
SE.refl.

lo
it.acc

dará
will give

‘Juan will give it to him/her.’

(45) Jean
Jean

le
it.acc

lui
him/her.dat

donnera
will give

‘Jean will give it to him/her.’

Grimshaw (1997) proposes that the variation be captured by positing a constraint
against sequences of morphologically identical functional heads, a constraint simi-
lar to the obligatory contour principle (OCP) in phonology. It avoids the sequence
of two third person clitics. This constraint is ranked high in Spanish, but not in
French and is therefore overtly expressed only in Spanish. The emergence of the
unexpected clitic se is tied to its unmarked nature. Se is not specified for person,
gender, number or case and, therefore, it is the best available clitic for the input.

In a more recent article, Grimshaw (2001) proposes that the general prob-
lem of clitic ordering in Romance can also be better understood under Optimality
Theory. By incorporating the idea from phonology that there are alignment con-
straints, she proposes that some of these constraints can explain the order in which
clitics appear in combination. Thus, in French there is a constraint that requires
the alignment of the dative (dat) to the right (DatRt), a constraint that is ranked
higher than the alignment of the accusative (acc) to the right (AccRt). The fact that
dative is ranked higher explains why the combination of two different third per-
sons accusative and dative in French should be le lui while the combination of a
first/second person, which is not specified for case under her analysis (C=not spec-
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ified for case), with a third person yields me le and never me lui, as shown in the
following two tables ( indicates optimal candidate).

Table 1. French: first person + accusative

Input [1dat+3acc] DatRt AccRt
a. (1C) (3acc)
b. (3 acc) (1C) *!

Table 2. French: third person dative + accusative

Input [3 acc+ 3dat] Dat Rt AccRt
a. (3acc) (3dat) *
b. (3 dat) (3acc) *!

In Italian the orders are obtained simply by having Dative Right play no role
in the combination. Accusative Right (AccRt) ensures that all combinations of
first/second person and third person and also the combinations of two third per-
son clitics will yield an output in which the accusative clitic is on the right. The
following table serves only to explain why person clitics that are not specified for
case (PC = person clitic not specified for case) appear to the left when they are
combined with a clitic specified for case.

Table 3. Italian: accusative + non-accusative

Input [+R 3 +3 acc] AccRt PersLft
a. (PC) (3acc) *
b. (3 acc) (PC) *!

In Spanish, however, the combination of a first or second person clitic with a third
person clitic is obtained by having the clitic with Case specification obey the con-
straint Case Right (CaseRt). Contrary to Italian, person clitics generally are on the
right and, therefore, there is a constraint Person Right as well.

Table 4. Spanish: first or second person with third person

Input [1 dat +3 acc] Case Rt PersRt
a. (1C) (3acc) *
b. (3 acc) (1C) *!

Assuming that third person clitics are also specified for person, there would be a
contradictory requirement between Case Right and Person Right when there are
two third person clitics in combination in Spanish, since one of the third person
clitics would have to appear on the left. According to Grimshaw, it is precisely this
contradictory requirement that leads to the impossibility of le lo in Spanish. The
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only clitic that could possibly occupy that position would be the one clitic not spec-
ified for person or case (+R = reflexive; P = unspecified for person; N = unspecified
for number; C = unspecified for case) i.e, the clitic se.

Table 5. Spanish: first or second person with third person

Input [–R 3 sg dat+ –R 3sg acc] Case Rt PersRt
a. (–R 3sg dat) + (–R 3sg acc) *
b. (+R P N C) +

(–R 3 sg acc)
c. (R 1 sg C) + (–R 3 sg acc) *!

We have observed that an optimality theoretic approach describes clitic combina-
tions and restrictions by adopting a theory in which alignment constraints interact
and lead to a contradiction that then requires the need for the language to adopt
an unexpected sequence of clitics in order to resolve the contradiction. Under these
circumstances, the best clitic is the one that has no person or case specification, the
impersonal/reflexive se in Spanish, resulting in the output of se lo, instead of *le lo.5

The exploitation of underspecification in this approach is attractive and is revis-
ited in Heap (this volume) under a Feature Geometry approach and in Nicol (this
volume) in a minimalist approach.

Optimality Theory captures some of the recalcitrant phenomena of clitic com-
binations and it does so in an elegant way. The problematic question in this
approach is how to decide what we take to be the constraints available in each lan-
guage. Attempts have been made to restrict the nature of a possible constraint. For
instance, in phonological theory, constraints might be ultimately grounded in pho-
netic or typological reasons (Kager 1999). Bresnan and Aissen (2002) advocated
for a theory of optimality whose constraints are functionally motivated. These per-
spectives have in common that constraints must be universal and that universality
is supported by some functional, typological or phonetic reason (Kager 1999).

One difficulty related to Grimshaw (1997, 2001) is that her analysis violates
this universality requirement in some cases. Observe that three languages, French,
Italian, and Spanish, have exactly the same clitic order – dative first/second person
and third person accusative. However, three different combinations and rankings
of constraints with different specifications are hypothesized to give exactly the same
order of clitics in the three languages. Thus, Accusative Right and Dative Left for
French, Accusative Right and Person Left for Italian, and Case Right and Person
Right for Spanish yield the same order of clitics across these three Romance lan-
guages.6 The expressed goal above is that, especially in the case of languages that
are so closely related, the generalization of identical output could be captured by
constraints that are more similar than dissimilar.
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The problem of defining constraints on constraints also surfaces in the multi-
ple explanations available regarding spurious se. One of the explanations is that the
surfacing of se is due to the OCP. According to this explanation, the OCP is highly
ranked in Spanish, but not in French or Italian, and, therefore, the language avoids
the surfacing of two very similar clitics through the insertion of the unspecified
spurious se. The second explanation claims that there is a contradictory require-
ment in Spanish between Person Right and Case Right when there are two third
person clitics. This contradiction results in the surfacing of a default unmarked
clitic, the spurious se. In order to choose between these two explanations, one must
investigate and determine what a constraint should look like and whether it should
be phonetically, functionally, or typologically motivated.

Another crucial question regarding this perspective is deciding how the input
is going to be characterized. Consider the case where the third person clitic lo/la
in Spanish is specified for person and is in conflict with appearing on the left edge
of a clitic combination, following the constraints in Table 3. In this set, we have
two constraints – Accusative Right and Person Left. If the pronoun is accusative, it
should be to the right and if it has person, it should be to the left. It is only the rank-
ing of these constraints that allows us to decide on the order. The problem is that
an approach that relies on referring to person features as a primitive is necessar-
ily limited, given discussions such as those in Uriagereka (1995, this volume) and
Kayne (2000), where the properties of some third person clitics appear to be more
determiner-like than argument-like. Another case that would create difficulties is
the predicate clitic, which does not carry reference yet has the form of an accusative
third person clitic; it does not interact with person clitics at all. The constraint thus
makes inaccurate predictions unless the constraints address each case individually,
resulting in a proliferation of constraints. It is precisely this unconstrained nature
of the input in orthodox OT that Heap (this volume) seeks to remedy, with Feature
Geometry as a constraint on possible inputs.

In this last section, we have argued that Optimality Theory seems a promising
and interesting way to explain the different problems posed by clitic combinations.
However, more work needs to be done on the restriction of two different aspects
of the theory: constraints on constraints and how to characterize the input. In-
sights into these areas may then lead to a more explanatory analysis of the data.
At present, the different rankings of constraints describe the facts where languages
differ, but do not provide interesting generalizations across the different languages.
We turn to the goals of an explanatory analysis in the following section.
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. Future inquiries

As we have seen throughout this introduction, research on clitic combinations, es-
pecially templatic and optimality approaches, has tended to focus on understand-
ing the irregularities found in clitic or affix combinations. More recently, however,
there has been a newfound interest in understanding the more general properties
of clitic combinations. For instance, the investigation of universal gaps in the com-
binatorial possibilities of clitic groups, exemplified in the me lui constraint, has
been recently developed within the domain of syntax (see Anagnostopoulou 2003;
Béjar & Rezac 2003; Ormazábal & Romero 2003). As a consequence, new lines of
investigation are expanding. In this section, we review some of the general clitic
properties in Romance languages that will need to be explained. In some cases the
stated observations seem to lend themselves easily to a syntactic explanation; in
other cases we simply point them out and leave them open for further research.
Some of these observations have to be understood as implicatures. Namely, once
certain conditions are established, we observe certain gaps in the paradigm. The
remarks to be made below are thus programmatic and should be understood as
guidelines for future research.

Observation I
The clitic combination of first and second person dative object with a third
person accusative object yields first or second person before third person.

Languages tend to prefer this ordering and tend to change in this direction (cf.
Wanner 1974). There are no attested cases of the reverse change.7 If ordering is
arbitrary, why would we not find a change in the reverse direction?

Observation II
In a language with non-syncretic clitics for third person, the dative form
must precede the accusative form.

An obvious counterexample to this observation, French le lui, is arguably not a
counterexample if we agree with Kayne (2000) and Laenzlinger (1998) that lui is
not of the same category as accusative le but has a more complex morphological
structure, i.e., it is syncretic with the stressed pronoun. Two sets of facts support
this position. One, lui seems morphologically more similar to weak pronouns like
moi and toi than clitics like me and te. For instance it can appear after a preposition,
as in (46).

(46) Pour
For

moi
me

/
/

pour
for

lui
him
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Second, lui also allows the change in order in imperatives that is allowed in some
regional dialects, as in (47) and (48), precisely as do the stressed pronouns (Morin
1979:308).

(47) Donne-le-moi / Donne-moi-le
Give it to me

(48) Donne-le lui / Donne-lui-le
Give it to him/her

Observation III
It is often the case that the combination of a non-syncretic dative and a
non-syncretic accusative clitic is impossible when both are third person.8

In cases of suppletion, if the language has a locative clitic, then the loca-
tive clitic may take the position of the dative argument, when dative and
accusative third person are combined. There is no language in which the
opposite is true; the locative never replaces the accusative.

For example, in French, a transitive dative may use the locative y rather than the
dative pronoun lui when the object is inanimate, as in (49a). However, the locative
can never replace an accusative clitic by itself, as demonstrated in (49c). 9

(49) a. Réponds
answer

à
to

la
the

letter
letter

→ Réponds-y
answer there

‘Answer it.’
b. Réponds

answer
à
to

Jean
John

→ Réponds-lui

‘Answer him.’
c. Donne-le

give it
→ *Donnes-y

give there
‘Give it.’

It is our hope that such generalizations can lead to deeper explanations of not only
clitic phenomena, but also, the nature of argument-marking and its constraints,
both morphological and syntactic. To provide an example of this process, con-
sider the fact that, when dative elements lose their preposition, the order becomes
dative-accusative.10 We see this phenomenon across ditransitive constructions in
Germanic languages like English, as in (50) (cf. Kayne 1984; Larson 1988).

(50) a. Give the book to me.
b. Give me the book.

Whatever analysis we adopt for the Germanic construction, we want to adopt one
along the same lines for the Romance counterpart, as captured in Observation I.
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The ultimate analysis will crucially depend on the underlying, orginating structure
of the clitics and the order in which they merge into their landing site. For exam-
ple, Anagnostopoulou (2003:299) argues that dative moves first and the accusative
moves later, using the process of “tucking in,” as illustrated below. Desouvrey (this
volume) also pushes deeply into this question.

(51)

Me lo VP

CL1

ME

DAT
CL2

LO

ACC

Interestingly, the same explanation supports observation II as well, namely that
non-syncretic third person clitics never pattern with accusative first and dative
second. Once again, dative must precede accusative.

With respect to the special behavior of French le lui, one might adopt Laen-
zlinger’s (1998) solution and propose that since lui belongs to the class of weak
pronouns according to Cardinaletti and Starke (1999), it would be unable to adjoin
to the same head as the clitic le. According to Laenzlinger, it would have to be ad-
joined to a lower inflectional projection. This can be understood by assuming that
weak pronouns occupy positions such as agro while clitics are attracted to a higher
position such as Tense. In this case, the type of movement of lui and the type of
movement of le would not interfere since lui belongs to the weak pronoun subclass.

Finally, the restriction against two consecutive third person clitics captured in
Generalization III can be understood as a restriction against adjoining to each other
two clitics specified for Case, following Laenzlinger (1998). This constraint can be
reduced to a checking problem, as proposed by Nicol (this volume) or addressed
in the morphology, as suggested in Heap (this volume). On the view suggested
in Kayne (2000), first and second person are not specified for Case as they are
syncretic between dative and accusative and, therefore, can be freely adjoined to
a Case clitic, (e.g., lo in Spanish). Many other languages use the locative clitic to
circumvent such a restriction on the combination of two third person clitics as
the locative is not specified for Case either. Alternatively, some languages such as
Spanish use the reflexive, the spurious se form in this instance. Given that Spanish
does not have a locative clitic, we tentatively hypothesize that a language that has
a locative clitic will not use a reflexive such as spurious se for the default function.
Languages that do not have a locative clitic appear to have other options available to
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them, such as the default reflexive clitic, as in Spanish. In each instance, the default
clitic pronoun is not specified for Case, the relevant morpho-syntactic feature.

Many of the above mentioned facts about clitic combination phenomena
might be explained by different parts of syntax, such as movement theory, check-
ing theory, and case theory. These tools are only starting to be exploited and they
provide the possibility for new solutions to old problems. We are not, however,
suggesting that all of the solutions will be found in the syntax. Some data, like the
amalgamation of forms in the Italian glielo (Dat 3 person – Acc 3 person), may very
well find their best solution in the morphology. One of the most important chal-
lenges facing the study of clitic combinations is trying to delimit what belongs to
the syntax and what belongs to the morphology or phonology. In this introduction
and through this book we are suggesting that more syntactic mechanisms might
be explored to explain some of the observations above. We believe that this type
of study is crucial to work on the interfaces between syntax and morphology and
phonology.

Notes

. [arg] = Argument, [gen] = Genitive, [obl] = Oblique, and [neut]=Neutral.

. Note, however, the following contrast in Rumanian: L am v zut. I saw him/it (masc.) but
Am v zut-o. I saw her/it (fem.). The only factor determining postposition in the latter case
is grammatical gender. Other pronouns follow the masculine pattern (preposed to the finite
verb) (Heap, personal communication).

. This is what she proposes for the ordering of clitics in Italian vs. Spanish (Bonet 1991:45,
Note 22).

. In other models which do not assume a hierarchical structure of components, such as
Sadock (1991) or Jackendoff (2002), this issue does not arise since all levels (syntax, mor-
phology, phonology)work in parallel. The question for those models is how to restrict the
mapping of these different modules, and why and how the mapping diverges.

. See Grimshaw (2001) for a very different approach to se where the pronoun is fully
specified.

. As pointed out by a reviewer, the use of different constraints for different languages is true
only of one particular OT analysis and may not necessarily be the case for others working in
this framework.

. See Pearce (1991) on the diachronic change from the earlier ilum mihi order to the mihi
ilum order now predominant across Romance. A few isolated varieties still maintain vesti-
gial usage reflecting the older LO ME order, including Mallocran (Bonet 1991:74) and Old
Aragonese (Heap, personal communication).

. Again, French le lui is not a counter-example; lui may be considered a weak pronoun as
in Laenzlinger (1998).
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. According to Heap (personal communication), colloquial Québécois French provides
us with the case where, when both arguments are expressed, the locative may surface to
substitute for both, as in (i), while the facts in (49c) still hold.

i. Donne-le-lui
give it to him

→ Donnes-y
give there

‘Give it to him.

. There are a number of intricate questions when both elements are pronominal that we
will leave open to further research. Most dialects have the order in (i), as we would expect
from the double object construction. However, there are literary British dialects that also
allow (ii):

i. Give me them (non-standard American and British English)

ii. Give them me (literary British English)
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